The Baker Hunt Art & Cultural Center

Sewing Workshops & Classes
Date Changed Coiled Rope Sewing & Basketry - Lindsey Zinno $120
Buy Now
Wednesday October 17, Age 13 & Up
24, & 31 Learn to create vessels using the ancient technique of coiling with a twist! You will sew coiled
baskets constructed of cotton rope and gain extensive experience with a zig-zag stitch. Over the
6:30-8:30 PM course of three weeks, you will make your own coiled pieces to take home with granted design
Sewing Room freedom. Products may include: coasters, trivets, trays, baskets, totes and handbags, in unisex
designs!

Thursday October 18 Hand Piecing Hexagon Quilts– Dana Kuhnline $40 Buy Now
6-8:30 PM Age 13 & Up
TBD American Hand Piecing with a running stitch is a method of hand sewing quilts that involves sewing

directly on a drawn or stamped line, and has been a popular method of hand-piecing for centuries.
It is an alternative method to English Paper Piecing for hand piecing quilts which allows you to do
all the same designs without bulky and expensive papers. All you need is a needle and thread for
this meditative hand technique that you can carry with you anywhere as your work on your project.
We will use this simple method to piece a hexagon flower - the foundation for patterns ranging
from a sweet baby quilt to a Grandmother’s Flower Garden to stunning Millefiori quilts. The sky is
the limit! Supply list will be provided after registration.

Tuesday October 23 Intro to Sewing: Make an Apron– Dana Kuhnline $40
Buy Now
6:00-8:30 PM Age 13 & Up
Sewing Room A perfect project for a beginner or experienced sewist, this adjustable unisex apron can be made in
three sizes – toddler, kid, and adult – or all three if you are feeling ambitious! Matching aprons are
the perfect addition to your holiday traditions, and a single apron is a quick but meaningful gift for
almost anyone on your list.
Supply list will be provided after registration.

Wednesday November Intro to Improv Quilting - Improv Holiday Tree Quilt - Dana Kuhnline $90
7 & 14th Age 13 & up
Buy Now
Learn
to
quilt
by
making
a
striking
piece
of
art.
This
fun
block
uses
an
improv technique to make
6-9:00 PM
Sewing Room adorable holiday trees. You’ll learn techniques for quickly and accurately making the blocks, and
we’ll explore a variety of layout and design options. In addition, you’ll learn basic quilt techniques,
including cutting with rulers, using rotary cutters, proper ¼” seams, basting, quilting and binding.
You can finish your project into a mini-quilt wallhanging or a 16” throw pillow.
Supply list will be provided after registration.

Thursday November 29 Hand Embroidery - Sew an Embroidered Sampler - Dana Kuhnline $45
Buy Now
6-9:00PM Age 13 & up
Embroidering
by
hand
is
both
a
timeless
art
and
a
compact
hobby
perfect
for stitching on your
Round Room
lunch hour, while binge watching your favorite program, or sitting out enjoying nature. This
beginner class will guide you through making a charming sampler to learn 8 basic stitches that you
can use to create almost any embroidery pattern.
Skills will include: methods to transfer patterns, supplies, stitches including: Running Stitch, Back
Stitch and Chain Stitch, Threaded Running Stitch, Cross Stitch, Star Stitch, Fern Stitch and a French
Knot and discuss the option for adding custom text to a project.
Note: You will likely not be able to finish the project in class, but you will receive instructions to
complete it on your own.
Supply list will be provided after registration.

For easiest registration go to www.bakerhunt.org
Office Hours : Monday—Friday 9:00-4:30pm 859-431-0020

